Sr. Jayanti’s Visit in Japan
July 12-17, 2019

Tokyo, Japan
Topic: "Consciousness and Climate Change: Clean Mind, Green Earth"
Date: 15 Jul 2019, 13:00~15:30
Place: Meguro Persimon Hall
Number of Participants: 600

1 Opening Act Poetry reading by 6 teenagers in English and Japanese. They are inspired by Sis Greta, Activist for environment of the Earth, One of the Candidate of Novel Peace Prize, Aged 16.

2 Talk by Sis Mariko Kawaguchi Consultant for Government, Company, Investor in the field of Global Warming, Climate Change. The Environmental situation around Japan, Government, Company, Investor. Big changes have been happening for them.

3 Talk by Br.Hidetake Enomoto, Professor of Shizenkan, Graduate school, Establisheer of Seven generations, Transition Japan, CTI Japan=Coaching school. Talked about how he lived and what he received through the experience of establishing these companies. How we live well for self and for others.
4 Talk by Sr. Jayanti
How we consider self and others,
We consider self as consciousness, not body. Experience of meditation. Importance of awareness, vision - we share the same vision - create good world. When we experience inner peace, happiness, we create reality to outside.

5 Panel discussion -
two guests and Sr. Jayanti talked about changing the awareness, how to sustain ourselves and activities for environment of the Earth.

6 Meditation by Sr. Jayanti

And we had meetings seven times with such people, it was a good opportunities as incognito service for them.

We could give service to IP, guest speakers, professional people, participants through this big event.

This is the first time for us to ask cooperation to non BK organizations. We worked together with 2 NPO organizations and professional activists, workshop organizers, copywriters & designers.
Rakhi Celebration in Tokyo
Kobe, Japan

Sr. Jayanti was in Kobe for only 24 hours (16th & 17th July), but she managed to do a lot of service.

16th July, Kobe centre celebrated its 30th anniversary with Sr. Jayanti and 27 Brahmins. There was cake cutting, and Sr. Jayanti gave an inspiring talk, followed by Q & A, songs and Brahma Bhojan.
17th July
1. Sr. Jayanti gave a short morning class before departing to the town's most important and popular shrine- Ikuta Shrine.
2. In a beautiful hall, Rakshabandhan ceremony took place wherein 37 Brahmins from neighbouring towns too, had their rakhi tied by Sr. Jayanti.

3. This was followed by a public program titled 'The Art of Listening', attended by Brahmins and 40 contact souls.

4. Late afternoon- Sr. Jayanti met about 20 Indian ladies, tied rakhi and inspired them to take the Raj Yoga course.

Om shanti.